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III this thesis, some continuous-time tracking models are proposed and 
solved by the general stochastic linear-quadratic (LQ) approach. The objec-
tive is to make the investment result close to a given continuously compound-
ing growth, in the sense of minimizing the expected total difference between 
the portfolio value and the growth wealth over an investment horizon. We 
study the models in two different market environments. One is when all the 
market parameters, including the bank interest rate and the appreciation 
arid volatility rates of the stocks, are deterministic functions of time, and the 
other is when all these parameters switch among a finite number of states, 
modulated by a Markov chain. In each type of markets, we study models 
with or without a terminal return constraint. The problem without terminal 
return constraint is solved directly by using the general LQ method, whereas 
the problem with terminal return constraint is reduced to an unconstrained 
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Introduction and Literature 
Review 
1 
Portfolio selection is concerned with the allocation of wealth among a 
basket of securities. The mean-variance model was originally proposed by 
Markowitz [16] [17] for portfolio construction in a single period, so as to 
achieve a prescribed tradeoff between the return of the investment and the 
associated risk. The most important contribution of Markowitz，s work is the 
introduction of quantitative and scientific approaches to risk management 
and analysis. In his model, the risk is quantified by using the variance, which 
enables investors to seek the highest return after specifying their acceptable 
risk level. This work has become the foundation of modern finance theory 
and has had tremendous impact on its further development. 
After Markowitz's pioneering work, the mean-variance model was ex-
tended to dynamic mean-variance models. Along this line, multi-period 
mean-variance portfolio selection was studied in, for example, Mossin [18], 
Samuelson [20], Hakanssori [10], Grauer and Hakanssoii [9], and Pliska [19] 
among others. Specifically, rather than treating Var x{T) and Ex{T) (where 
x{T) is the terminal wealth) of a portfolio as separate quantities and find-
ing the relationship between them, the expected utility of terminal wealth 
EU(x(T)) is considered instead. The conflicting profit-seeking yet risk-averse 
nature of the investor is captured by the utility function U, which is usually a 
power, log, exponential, or quadratic form. A disadvantage of this approach 
is that the relationship between risk and return is contained only implicitly in 
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the utility function. Hence, it is less clear in general which relationship exists 
between the risk and the return of the derived policy. It should be noted that 
mean-variance analysis and expected utility approach are two different tools 
in dealing with portfolio selection, accounting for different degrees of risk 
aversion. On the other hand, related mean-variance hedging problems were 
attacked by Schweizer [21] for discrete-time models and Duffie and Richard-
son [7] for continuous-time models where dynamic strategies were derived, 
based on the projection theorem, to hedge contingent claims in incomplete 
markets with two assets. In particular, in [7], the result was derived under 
the assumption that all the coefficients (interest rate, volatility rate, etc.) 
are deterministic, time-invariant constants. 
It is difficult to completely mimic Maxkowitz's idea in the multi-period 
or continuous-time settings, because the variance Var x{T) involves a term 
that is hard to analyze due to its non-separability in the sense of 
dynamic programming; see [24] for a more detailed discussion. Recently Li 
and Ng [12] faithfully extended Markowitz's mean-variance model to the 
multi-period setting by using the idea of embedding the problem into a 
tractable auxiliary problem. Moreover, in the paper of Zhou and Li [24], 
the continuous-time mean-variance problem is formulated as a stochastic 
linear-quadratic (LQ) optimal control problem. The solution to this problem 
is obtained using the embedding technique introduced in Li and Ng [12] and 
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results from stochastic LQ control. It is important to recognize that the main 
contribution of [24] is not that the explicit mean-variance efficient frontier 
it obtained; rather it is the introduction of the unifying framework, which 
can solve certain finance problems including mean-variance portfolio selec-
tion. Such an approach bridges portfolio selection problems and standard 
stochastic control models. 
There are many advantages of using the stochastic control to study dy-
namic portfolio selection problems. First, the theory of stochastic control is 
so rich that many mathematical machineries are available; see Fleming and 
Soner [8j and Yong and Zhou [23]. Secondly, a unified study of various mean-
variance type problems in finance caix hv. undertaken in this framework. For 
example, a mean-variance hedging problem was treated in [llj within the 
LQ framework, a portfolio selection problem with short sell prohibition was 
studied in [13] via LQ and viscosity solution theories, a problem with random 
coefficients was solved in [14] using LQ theory and backward stochastic differ-
ential equations (BSDE), and a problem with regime switching was handled 
in [25] as a Markov-modulated stochastic LQ control model. Finally, the LQ 
framework provides an opportunity to deal with more complicated finance 
problems that are linear-quadratic in nature. 
In this thesis, we consider an investor whose investment objective is to 
track a given continuously compounding growth over a finite time horizon, in 
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the way of controlling the deviation from the growth both during the process 
and at the terminal time, depending on whether or not a terminal return 
constraint is present. The reason why we have a tracking term is to get a 
steady growth, thus reducing the possibility of bankruptcy. For example, 
we consider a fund manager who will give some intermediate reports to his 
customers during the investment time period. With this kind of investment 
strategy, he can show his clients a tendency of wealth growth. The purpose of 
this investment is different from that of the mean-variance model, the latter 
being only concerned with the relationship between terminal return and risk. 
However, we can still use a LQ control framework to solve our models. 
The analysis of the this thesir. is for markets consisting of one bank ac- . 
count and multiple stocks. We will study the tracking models in two different 
market environments. One is a market whose key parameters, such as the 
bank interest rate, stocks appreciation rates, and volatility rates, are all de-
terministic functions of time. The other one is the so-called regime switching 
market, whose market parameters depend on the market modes that switch 
between a finite number of states. Here the random switching is assumed 
to be independent of the random sources that drive the stock prices. This 
is motivated by the need for formulating more realistic models that better 
reflect random market environment. A regime switching model can be math-
ematically formulated as a stochastic differential equation whose coefficients 
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are modulated by a continuous-time Markov chain. Such type of models have 
been mainly employed in literature to discuss options, see e.g., [1], [3], [6] 
and [22]. 
The rest of the thesis is arranged as follows. Chapter 2 begins with the 
formulation of models under consideration. Chapter 3 is concerned with the 
solutions in the market with deterministic parameters. In Chapter 4，the 
models with regime switching are solved via Markov-modulated stochastic 
LQ control. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis. 
6 
Chapter 2 
The Tracking Portfolio Models 
7 
In this chapter, we give the general formulation and assumptions of the 
models under consideration. A basic approach to solving the models is in-
troduced in the last section of this chapter. 
2.1 Problem Formulation 
Throughout the thesis, unless otherwise specified, T is a fixed terminal 
time and (Q,^, P, {^t}t>o) is a fixed filtered complete probability space 
on which defined a standard ^^-adapted (/-dimensional Brownian motion 
W{t)三（H^i�’…"�)'with VF(0) = 0. Specific assumptions on this 
basic framework will be made in individual chapters. 
Notation. We use the following notation: 
R…the space of d-dimensional column vectors; 
M': the transpose of a vector or matrix M; 
A'P: the j-th entry of any vector M; 
tr{M): the trace of a square matrix M; 
5": the space of all n x n symmetric matrices; 
the subspace of all nonnegative definite matrices of 
C(0, r ; ]R勺：the Banach space of valued continuous function on [0，T] 
endowed with the maximum norm; 
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Ljtj (0,r； R'^ ): the set of all R"^ -valued, measurable stochastic processes 
/ � adapted to such that E f�\f{t)\'^dt < +00. 
Suppose there is a market in which d + 1 assets are traded continuously. 
One of the assets is a bank account whose price process po{t) is subject to 
the following (stochastic) ordinary differential equation (ODE): 
f dpo(t) = r{t)po(t)dt, te%Tl 
1 Po{0)=po>0, ‘ 
where r{t) > 0 is the interest rate. The other d assets are stocks whose price 
processes Pi(i)，.. • , P d � satisfy the following stochastic differential equation 
(SDE): 
where bm{t)> 0 is the appreciation rate, and cr爪(it)三(o"爪i(0，•. • , (Tmd('t)) 
is the volatility or the dispersion rate of the m仇 stock. We assume that 
r{t), bm{t), C T m n �紙 scalar-valuecl, ^^adapted and uniformly bounded 
stochastic processes. 
Define the volatility matrix a{t) (cri(i),... , (Td{t)y = (crmn(t))dxd- The 
basic assumption throughout this thesis is 
a{t)a(t)' > SI, \/t e [0’T], P - a.s. (2.3) 
for some ^ > 0. This is the so-called non-degeneracy condition. 
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Consider an agent whose total wealth at time t> 0 is denoted by x(t). 
Assuming that the trading of shares takes place continuously and transaction 
cost and consumptions are not considered, then x{-) satisfies (see, e.g. [23], 
p57) 
^ + En=l E l = l U 咖 m � • " � (2.4) 
a;(0) = xo > 0, 
\ 
where 兀爪⑷，m = 0,1,2,. . . , c/, denotes the total market value of the agent's 
wealth ill the m*^ asset at time t. We call 7r(-) := (7ri(.), •.. , a portfolio 
of the agent. 
Note that once 7r(.) is determined, 7ro(.)，the wealth in the bank account 
is completely specified by t t q � =x ( t ) — Ylm=i .兀爪⑴-Thus, in our following 
analysis, only 7r(.) is considered. 
Setting 
⑴一 r � ’ … �- r � ) ， （2.5) 
then, equation (2.4) can be rewritten as 
f dx{t) = [r{t)x(t) + B{t)7r{t)]dt + 7T(tya(t)dW{t) , � 
< (2.6) 
[ a : ( 0 ) = XQ. 
Definition 2.1 A portfolio 7r(-) is said to be admissible if 7r(-) G T; R'^ ), 
and the SDE (2.6) has a unique solution x(-) corresponding to 7r(.). In this 
case, we refer to (a;(-), 7r(-)) as an admissible (wealth-portfolio) pair. 
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The agent's objective is to find an admissible portfolio that tracks a given 
growth function most closely. In this thesis, the target of tracking is an 
exponential function with parameter fi. 
We now define the models to be investigated. 
Definition 2.2 Model I refers to the following optimization problem: 
f Minimize Ji(xo,7r(-)) = ^E J^ [x{t) - '-^E[xiT) - e^^xof 
I subject to (a;(-),7r(-)) admissible, 
(2.7) 
where /x > 0 is a given growth rate and 0 < ^ < 1. 
Note that in this model the objective function includes both the running 
and terminal terms, and ^ is the weight between the two. 
In Model I, the portfolio only concerns the tracking of the growth re-
turn, and not the terminal return. Model II incorporates the latter into the 
formulation. 
Definition 2.3 Model II refers to the following optimization problem: 
Minimize <72(3^ 0’ 兀 ( . ) ) = l E j工 [冲 ) -一彻作 t + V Var x{T) 
< / ExiT) = z (2.8) 
subject to < 
[(a;(-), 7r(-)) admissible, 
where // > 0 is a deterministic growth rate, 0 < ^ < 1, and z G M is given. 
The above model is a constrained stochastic optimization problem. The 
problem is called feasible if there is at least one portfolio satisfying all the 
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constraints. The problem is called finite, if it is feasible and the iiifimum 
of J2(a:o,7r(-)) is finite. Finally, an optimal portfolio to Model II，if it ever 
exists, is called a(n) (tracking) efficient portfolio corresponding to z�the cor-
responding (Var x{T), z) € and {(TX{T), € R^ar e interchangeably called 
a(n) (tracking) efficient point, where ax{T) denotes the standard deviation 
of x{T). The set of all the efficient points is called the (tracking) efficient 
frontier which is different from the mean-variance efficient frontier. 
The case when f = 1 in Model II is separated as Model III. 
Definition 2.4 Model III refers to the following optimization problem: 
‘Minimize J3(:L.o’7r(.)) 丑/�了 [a；�一 
< 1 . H f Ex{T) 二 z (2.9) 
subject to < 
[ (a ; (.)’ TT (•)) admissible， 
where /i > 0 is a deterministic growth rate and z € R is given. 
2.2 Reformulation of Tracking Models 
In this section we reformulate Models I-III so as to fit the general stochastic 
LQ framework. 
Let y(t) = x(t) — ef^^xo, f{t) = (r{t) - ii)xoe^K If (x(-),7r(-)) is an admis-
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sible pair, then (?/(•), 7r(-)) satisfies 
‘dy{t) = [r(t)y{t) + B{fyK[t) + f(t)]dt + 7r'(t)a{t)dW(t) 
< y(o) = yo = o (2.10) 
We call (y(-),7r(-)) an admissible pair if it satisfies (2.10). 
Clearly, Model I is equivalent to 
I Minimize Ji(y�’7r(.)) = IB fj^ y'(t)dt-h �6 [0,1] (？叫 
I subject to (y(-),7r(-)) admissible. 
Notice that if Ex{T) = z, then Ey(T) = z - e^^xo 2. Moreover, 
Var y{T) = Var x(T) = - z]^ = E[y{T) - z]^. Hence, Model II is 
equivalent to 
‘Minimize Myo,兀(-))=IE /�了 y'(t)dt + ^E[y(T) [0,1) 
< f Ey(T) = z 
subject to < 
[(y(-),7r(')) admissible, 
(2.12) 
and Model III is equivalent to 
‘Minimize = \E y\t)dt 
< . . , , / Ey(T) = z (2.13) 
subject to < 
I (2/ (.)，TT (•)) admissible. 
2.3 A Stochastic LQ Control Approach 
The tracking problems formulated in the previous sections will be solved via 
a stochastic LQ optimal control technique. To solve model (2.11), we can 
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use the general solution in [24]. In this section, we outline the approach to 
solving (2.12) and (2.13). 
The model (2.12) is a dynamic optimization problem with a constraint 
Ey{T) = z. To handle this constraint, we apply the Lagrange multiplier 
technique. Define 
2^(2/0,7r(-)； A) + — + — ^ 
= y \ t ) d t + '-f{E[y{T) + \ - z f - A^}, ^ G [0,1). 
Since J2(yo，7r(.)) is strictly convex in 7r(-) and the constraint function 
Ey{T) = zis affine in 7r(-), we can apply the well-known duality theorem 
(see, e.g. [15]) to conclude that if problem (2.12) is finite for every i € M, 
then the optimal value is 
72(2/0，兀*(.)) infall constraints J20/O,7r(.)) (2 丄^ ) 
二 SUPAel inf7r(.) all constraints MVo, 71"(.); A) > —OO. 
Based on this, we can solve the original problem (2.12) in the following 
three steps (see [14]): 
Step 1. For each fixed A, solve the problem 
I mill J2(yo, 7r(.)； A) = IE J^ y'it)dt + '-^{Ely{T) + X - z]'- A^} 
I subject to (?/(•), 7r(-)) admissible. 
(2.15) 
This is a special case of a more general class of problems, namely the indefinite 
stochastic LQ control problems. Solving this problem leads to the optimal 
portfolio TT义（•）and the optimal value 0^ 2(2/0, t义（.）；A). 
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step 2. Solve the problem sup；^站�^2(2/o，兀A) to get the unique opti-
mal A* and the corresponding value ^ 2 ( 2 / 0 , 入 * ) . 
Step 3. The unique optimal portfolio for (2.12) is then tt义*(.)，and the 
optimal value is J2(y� ’ 7r*( . ) )场0’兀认 ) ;入*)• 
Remark 2.1 Comparing (2.11) to (2.15)，we see that Ji(yo, 7r(-)) is a special 
case of J2(yo, 7r(-); A) with A = 0 and 2 = a^ oe"了，when 0 < ^ < 1. 
Finally, we can use the same three-step method to solve (2.13). The 
only difference is to change J 2 ( 2 / o ， A ) to J3('"o, 乂)’ and consider 
the following 
I Minimize Jsfeo 7r(.);A)=对。丁烟“ \E{y{T) - z) & 叫 
subject to (?/(•), 7r(-)) admissible, 







In this chapter, we assume that all the market parameters are determin-
istic. This means that r{t), bm{t) and o•腿⑴ are deterministic functions of 
time t. 
Denote 
p � = • • �' ] - i 卯 ) ' . (3.1) 
The following is about the feasibility of Model II and III (see [25]，Theorem 
3.1). 
Proposition 3.1 The problem (2.8) (or (2.9)) is feasible for every z eM. if 
and only if 
E [ I D{t) fdt > 0. (3.2) 
Jo 
The condition (3.2) holds as long as there is one stock whose apprecia-
tion rate is different from the interest rate, which is a practically reasonable 
assumption. 
3.1 Solution to Model I 
We introduce the following equations: 
I P � =[ P � —2 r � ] � _ e 
1 P{T) = 1 - . 
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along with an equation 
f m = w o + 丑 ⑷ — m 
\ R{T) = 0. 
Lemma 3.1 The solutions of (3.3) must satisfy 
(а) / / 0 < ^ < 1’ then P � � 0， V t e [0，r]. 
(б) If € = 1, then P � > 0, V t e [0,T). 
Proof. We write the solution of (3.3) as 
P � = ( 1 - 2r(等 + �e - 厂 【 咖 - 冲 ) 1 �T . (3.5) 
Since 6-/厂[/>(«)-2»"(6)]4« > •’ ^nd g-JXs)-2r�jrfs办 > •，we get the 
results of (a) and (b) immediately. • 
Proposition 3.2 Problem (2.11) has an optimal feedback control 
<(t,y) = 一 [a ⑴ a ⑴']-iB ⑴'[y + i?⑷ 1， （3.6) 
and the corresponding optimal value is 
力 - £ pmmm - Ipmimt. (3.7) 
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Proof. Let (?/(•)，7r(.)) be an admissible pair. Applying Ito's formula, we 
get 
I 聊 ) • 
=^{Pt(t)y'(t)dt + 2P{t)y{t)dy + P �t t �' [ a �c t W I t t W c ^力 + {. •. � 
= - 2 r � )P � -f h / � + �[ r W ? / � + 卿⑴ + / � 1 
-\-P(t)7r{ty[a{t)a{ty]7T{t)}dt + {... 
二 U{p{t)P{t) - Oy'it) + 2P(t)y_(tMt) + m] 
(3.8) 
b.nd 
={[{p(t) - � )p w - � 2 / � + [ ( 昨 ⑴ + o m — /⑴尸⑴]'"⑴ 
-}-P{t)R(tMt)y(t) + D(t)7T{t) + f{t)]}dt + {••• }dW(t) 
={[pmit) - m]P(t)y{t) + P ⑷耶 ) [邵 ) 7 r � + fmdt 
+{---}dW{t). 
(3.9) 
Integrating both (3.8) and (3.9) from 0 to T, taking expectations, adding 
them together, we obtain 
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=五/cr{|{[W0-2r � )P W — � 
^2P(t)y{t)[T{t)y{t) + BOOtt � + / � ] + � tt �'[ci ⑴冲/：^⑴} 
H[p(t)m - / W j P W z / � + P � �[ B W t t ⑷ + fmdt 
=£;/�T{|P ⑴冲 ) ' [冲 WO'Wi) + p(物⑴ + Rit)]B(t)7r(t) 
w 力 ) — ⑷ + p ( 輕 R ( t M t ) + m p ( t ) _ d t 
二 丑 /�T{|尸⑴ [TT� + [a(t)a{ty]-'Bmy + m]\' 
HtMty] |>r� + [a{t)a{ty]-'B{ty[y + R{t)]] 
+f{t)Pit)R{t) - ly\t) - '^p(t)P{t)R'{t)}dt. 
Hence 
Myo.TTi-))=五 Jo了 �+ w 力;kr � '广 召 ⑴ + 风 胡 ] ' 
HtMt)'] [TT� + [a{t)a(ty]-'Bmy + i?�]] 
+mp{t)R{t)-她 pm'mdt. 
Since P(t) > 0 by Lemma 3.1, it follows immediately that the optimal feed-
back control is given by (3.6) and the optimal value is given by (3.7), provided 
that the corresponding equation (2.10) under the feedback control (3.6) has 
a solution. However, under (3.6), the system (2.10) is a nonhornogeneous 
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linear stochastic differential equation. Since all the coefficients of this lin-
ear equation are uniformly bounded, the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution to the equation are straightforward based on a standard successive 
approximation scheme. • 
Theorem 3.1 Problem (2.7) has an optimal feedback control 
<(,，x) = -[a{t)a{t)']-'B(ty[x - XqC^' + i?⑴]， (3.10) 
and the corresponding optimal value is 
JiOro’ <(.)) = r P{t)B.(t)if{t) - Ipmmt- (3.11) 
JQ 三 
Proof. Since y -- x—xqC^^, we get the result immediately from Proposition 
3.2. • 
Next, we proceed to derive the terminal return and variance under the 
optimal feedback control (3.10). 
Denote ip{t) = xqc^' — R{t) = xoei"* — /厂 /�e—•^•^�[r�+南Ids办.Then 
(3.10) reduces to 
iTl{t,x) = [a{t)a(ty]-'D{t)'Mt) - x). (3.12) 
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Under the optimal feedback control (3.12) the wealth equation (2.6) 
evolves as 
‘Mt) = [(r�-p(t))x{t) + p(t)(p(t)]dt 
< +B(t)la(t)a(ty]-'a(tMt) — x(t)]dW(t) (3.13) 
a;(0) = xo > 0. 
\ 
Applying Ito's formula to Fx(t) and Ex^(t), we obtain 
( = [('r�-口爹工⑴ + p(tMt)]dt 
\ Ex{0) = a;o > 0, • 
and 
f dEx^t) = [ ( 2 r � -p ( t ) ) E x 2 ( t ) + p滅t)\dt 
\ Ex^{0) = xl>0. 
Solving (3.14) and (3.15)，we can express Ex{T) and Ex^{T) as 
pT 
Ex{U-) = a : o e儿了[小)+ / ⑴乂广【小)―口⑷】办成 (3.16) , • 
Jo 
Ex^T) = a；…冲卜小肿+ r ( ^ 2 � ; 9 � - 咖 1 〜 力 . (3.17) 
JQ 
Moreover, 
Var x{T) = Ex'^(T) - lEx(T)]^ 
=:cge/�T 丨冲� j 心 + ‘ ⑴冲)eJf丨冲〜力 （3.18) 
- P � 1 办 + � 咖 1 � 
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3.2 A Special Case of Model I 
In this section, we consider a special case of Model I where ^ = 1, and 
p(t) = p, r(t) = r are both constants. For this case, we are able to obtain 
more explicit results. 
Solving (3.3) and (3.4), we get 
P �= 搬-。] 
and 
R(t) = j[T Xo{t — 厂卜,+ i-eHp:1;)(r-<0�办办 
.二 Xo{r - /i) / � 
=J&C： Jf>_巾[e(P-2”Cr-T) — l]dr 
= e ( e ; 二 ) _ i { ^ M ” ) 了 - e ( P - ( 时 〜 ) ” + — e("-r)”}. 
Therefore, 
2r - n _ A^l+r-p)t^ 
溯 = - _ 二 〜2二, • 
Example 3.1 Take the same example as in [24] where a market has a 
bank account with r(t) = 6% and only one stock with b(t) = 12% and 
a(t) = 15%, using T = 1 (year) and Xq = 1 {million). Through some 
numerical calculations, we can plot the relationship between terminal re-
turn and standard deviation on a two-dimensional diagram, while /i changed 
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from r to +00. In the following mean-standard-deviation diagram, the 
spotted straight line is the efficient frontier of the Mean-Variance problem: 
Ex{l) = :coe0.06 + 0.4165yVar x{l) (see [24], formulation (6.11))’ and the 
other line is the tracking frontier (yVar x(T), Ex(T)), under the tracking 
efficient portfolios of Model I. 
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3.3 Solution to Model II 
In this section we turn to Model II. We introduce the following equations: 
f 户 ⑷ - m - 2 r � ]P �_ € 1 
1 = • 
= [ 明 + 
I H(T) 二 1’ 
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and 
f _ =[『⑴+泰]风0 — m 21) 
\ RiT) = 0. 
Note that, similar to Lemma 3.1, the solutions of (3.19) and (3.20) must 
satisfy P{t) > 0, H{t) >0，V t G [0,T]. Moreover, we can get the solution 
of (3.20) as 
H(t) = e" � + 由I d s � 0 . (3.22) 
Lemma 3.2 For each fixed A 6 R, problem (2.15) has an optimal feedback 
control 
T^lit.y) = -W{t)a{ty]-'B(ty[y + (A - z)H{t) + R{t)l (3.23) 
and the corresponding optimal value is 
Mvo, <(•); A) = e,{X- zf + [92 - (1 - <0i](入—i) + 而 - ( 3 . 2 4 ) 
where 
9i = - \ r p(t)P{t)H\t)dt < 0， （3.25) 
2 Jo 
O2 =�P(t)H(t) [ / ⑴ - ⑴ ] 成 （3.26) 
•/o 
没3 = j:尸⑴⑴[/⑷-IpWiW]也. （3.27) 
Proof. Let (y(-),7r(-)) be any given admissible pair. Applying the Ito 




= - Mt))P{t) — � + ( 彻 ⑴ [ r ^ �y � + B{t)7T(t) + / � ] 
-^^P(t)7T{ty[cT{t)a(ty]7r{t)}dt + {••• }dW{t) 
= � - � + �y �[ 卯 ) 7 r � + / � ] 
^P{t)7rity[a{t)a(ty]7r{t)}dt + { … 
(3.28) 
and 
d{P{t)l{X-z)H{t) + R(tMt)} 
二 { [ ( p � -2 r � )� -< e ] [ ( A - i�)im+mw) 
+ [{r{t)P{t) + 0[(A - z)H(t) + R(t)] - /WP�M力） 
+pimx -聊)+m]irmt)+b ⑴兀⑴+/mdt+{••• }dw(t) 
= M m t m -聊)+m] - /⑴尸⑴ ]y � 
�[ ( A - 聊 ) + i ? � ][ B � TT � + m]}dt + {••• 
(3.29) 
Integrating the above two equations from 0 to T, taking expectations and 
adding them together, we get 
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=Ej^qPit)7r{ty[ait)a{tyMt) 
� [ 2 / � + ( A - z)H{t) + R{t)]D{t)7r{t)}dt 
- 彻 2 � + p(t)P{t)[(X - z)H(t) + R(tMt) 
⑴ / ⑷ ⑴ + ⑴]：Mi 
=^^{I^WkW - t t I (力 ,说 [ a �0 • �' M O — nl(t,y)]}dt 
+£；/。了{尸(力 )/ (0[(入 - z )H( t ) + R{t)] — y^i) 
where tt災,y) is defined as the right-hand side of (3.23). Consequently, 
•^ 2(2/。, tta (•)，>) 
= i P �[ T T � -7 i t ( t ， �' M O - y)\ac 
+ fo 尸⑴[(A —幻丑⑴ + Rmm - - i)丑⑴ + 
- I /cf P�[兀⑴-冗亡,⑷冲)'][兀⑴一兀义(艺,y) ]dt 
一 户 ⑴ 丑 2 ⑴ 刹 ( A - 印 
P W i / � [ / � -p W i ? � ]d t - (1 - 0^1 (A - i) 
+ l o p m m m —! xT mmimdt - ^^^^ 
Since P{t) > 0, it follows immediately that the optimal feedback control is 
given by (3.23) and the optimal value is given by (3.24). • 
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Proposition 3.3 Problem (2.12) has an optimal feedback control 
Ait.y) = -[(j{t)c7{t)']-'B{t)'[y + (A* - 啊 { ) + R{t)i (3.30) 
where 
^ ^ — J^ p{t)P{t)H^{t)dt ‘ 
(3.31) 
and the corresponding optimal value is 
= e厂 - 丨 。 2 - ( 4 l 严 (3.32) 
Proof. Since ^2(2/0,7r(-)) is strictly convex in 7r(.) and the constraint 
function Ey{T) — i is affine in 7r(-), we can ajjpiy the well-known dual-
ity theorem (see, e.g., [15]) to conclude that if problem (2.12) is finite for 
every z 6 M, then the optimal value is given by (2.14). By Lemma 3.2, 
inf冗(.）admissible 入(2/o’ 71"入(.)；入)is a quadratic function in A — i. Moreover, 
it is clear that 
[ p(t)p[t)妒(tyit < 0. 
2 Jo 
Hence, in view of (2.14), we maximize the quadratic function (3.24) over X — z 
and conclude that the maximizer is given by (3.31), whereas the optimal value 
and control law are obtained by (3.24) and (3.23) respectively, with 入=入*. 
This leads to (3.32) and (3.30). • 
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Theorem 3.2 Problem (2.8) has an optimal feedback control 





— S^ p{t)P{t)HHt)dt ‘ 
and the corresponding optimal value is 
M^o. . ； ( • ) ) = � - - - 一 � )广 ( 3 . 3 5 ) 
Proof. Replacing y by x — XQC^^ in Proposition 3.3, we get the desired 
results. • 
Next we investigate the minimum optimal value of J2 achieved over all 
the possible G M. 
Theorem 3.3 We have 
1 - ^ + 2^ 1 > 0. (3.36) 
Moreover, the minimum optimal value of (2.8) over z eR is 
Q2 
‘ 厂 。 3 - 2 ( 1 — 2 叫 ’ (3.37) 
with the corresponding expected terminal wealth 
Z2.min 1 —么 2仏 + e"了工0， (3.38) 
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and the corresponding Lagrange multiplier = 0. Furthermore, the port-
folio that achieves the above minimum optimal value is 
冗Lmin(力,工）=—[O•�0•�r召⑷'[工 -e "力卜e"�0)丑⑴+ � 1. (3.39) 
Proof. First we prove that <72(工0，7r$(.)) as a function of z, denoted by 
-0(2；), is a strictly convex function in z. 
By Theorem 3.2, for any 21 — 22，there exist 冗二“•）and which are 
different efficient control laws corresponding to zi and Z2, i.e. 
Since x(-) is linear in 7r(.)’ 元 ( . ) ： = � ( “) must be an admissible control 
law corresponding to 乏 二 Noting that J2(xo,7r(-)) is strictly convex in 
7r(-), we obtain 
m < J2{xoM-)) < 她 ， < ( . ) ) + 她 ’ 训 二 
2 2 
Therefore, 
欢 力 < 功 ⑷ + 树 
2 2 
that is, 'ip{z) is strictly convex in z. 
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We rewrite (3.35) as 
=—(1-,-严)( ,-eMT工0)2 + e � ) + 没3 —岳 
= - ( i - � ( L -，) [ ( 2 - 工0) - + 办— 
It follows from the proved strict convexity of the optimal value on z, that 
1 一 + 26>i〉0. 
Moreover we minimize the quadratic function <72(工.0’71"义)）over z and con-
clude that the minimizer is given by (3.38), whereas the minimum value and 
corresponding control law are obtained by (3.37) and (3.39) respectively. • 
Proposition 3.4 fa) If r(t) > /i, V t G [0,T], then 92> 0. In this case the 
minimum expected terminal wealth is no less than e^^xo. 
(b) If r{t) < /i，V i G [0, T], then 02 < 0. In this case the minimum 
expected terminal wealth is less than e^'^xo. 
Proof. We write the solution of (3.21) as 
R{t) = - j : /(T)e-厂丨•)+杀】〜r (3.40) 
Then, (3.26) becomes 
02 = j : P(tmt) [ / � + P(t) j : / ( T ) e - ^ l + ) + ^ � r ] c / t 
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If r � > /i,V i e [0,r], then f(t) = (r(i) - > 0. Combining (3.36) 
and (3.38), we get the results of (a) respectively. Similarly we get (b). • 
3.4 A Special Case of Model II: Mean-Variance Port-
folio Selection 
If the investor's objective is to look for an admissible portfolio that minimizes 
the terminal risk while satisfying the targeted mean payoff at the terminal 
time, the problem of finding such a portfolio is referred to as the mean-
variance portfolio selecUcn problem. It turns out that the mean-variance 
portfolio selection is a special case of Model II. 
Definition 3.1 The mean-variance portfolio selection problem is formulated 
as following: 
Minimize Jmv(xo,tt{-)) = |Var x{T) 
< , , / EX{T) = z (3.41) 
subject to < 
[(a;(-),7r(-)) admissible, 
where 2 G M is given. 
Moreover, an optimal portfolio to the above problem, if it ever exists, is 
called an efficient portfolio corresponding to z, the corresponding (Var x{T), z) 
G IR2 and ((Tx{t) , z) G are interchangeably called an efficient point, where 
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crx(T) denotes the standard deviation of x(T). The set of all the efficient 
points is called the efficient frontier. 
Clearly, this is a special case of problem (2.8) with ^ = 0. 
Theorem 3.4 Problem (3.41) has an optimal feedback portfolio 
, 2 — TnpiiHr�一办 rT , xj 
TT 卞，0；) = - l a ( t ) a ( t y r B m ^ - 0 , , , e-f^ ” �心]，（3.42) 
1 _ e_ Jo p⑷办 
and the optimal value o/Var x{T) is 
= (3.43) 
Proof. By solving (3.19), (3.20) and (3.21) with ^ == 0, we get 
P(i) = eJf t2r(s)��]c/s, 
/ / ⑴ 小 ; M s ’ 




= _|( l -e - /� "> (s)&)， 
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02 = / � " > W i ^ W [ / W —pW^Wjc^i 
=Xo f : e / , 【 小 w � � 山{ ( r � - — 乂明一 _ 已“了-/厂”⑷"-]}^  
二 工0 - pit) - � ( 咖s + “ �e , — / 厂 口 � ”c Z t 
=xoe^^ Jo{{r(t) - p{t) - � -咖 - 咖 s + “ � ⑷ ” 出 
= : c � e " r [ e / ( r i小 ) - p � -
and 
(h = f l P(t)R(t)f(t)dt — I foT p(t)P(t)R2[t)dt 
=h^J^P{t)R{t)[2m-p{t)R{t)]dt 
= I x l J�e广 12”⑷一[gMt _ ef^T-f, r(s)ds] 
{ 2 ( r � - 亡 —p � 玄 - 已“了一广”⑷叫 
= / 。 了 { [ 2 W O - " ) - p ⑴ ] 咖 
—2[r �-^x-p{t)\e^THs)-t^-p{s)]ds __ p � e - i f "⑷办 
= � �j r f s _ 26/(^小)-"-/9�Ids + /^ f 
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Thus, (3.34) becomes 
A* - - e 〜 ） 
— _ 26>i 
_ xpe- So P⑷〜而了 一 
Consequently, 
-e^'xo + (A* — (2 - e � + � 
= _ : C � e " T _ j f r(.s)ds + xoe-知丁 小"“(eJ^ T J�r(s)ds 
l-e-So P � 
= z-xoeS^ y )-P�c- f厂 r(s)ds 
l-e" So P �~ . 
So (3.42) follows from (3.33). Finally, (3.43) is obtained from (3.35) by 
cak ^ilatir {r . . � . 
xoe^^ + Y z ^ 二 xoe^^ + xo{efor{s)ds _ M^T) 二 ^^ oe/cT 小)办， 
and 
e, - 2 ( 丄 1) = _ eMT)2 
二 a 
The proof is complete. • 
Remark 3.1 Theorem 3.4 recovers the results of [24] which uses an embed-
ding technique. 
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3.5 Solution to Model III 
We introduce the following equations: 
f m = [P ⑴—2r ⑷]P ⑴ 一 1 4 
1 PiT) = 0’ ‘ 
f (3 勒 
I giiT) = 1, • 
and 
1 々 2 ⑴ ⑴ - 冲 ⑴ - / ⑴ ⑴ （ 3 4 6 ) 1 92{T) = 0. . 
Note that the solutions of (3.44) and (3.45) must satisfy P{t)�0，V i e [0, T), 
and gi{t) > 0, V t G [0,T]. 
A 
I;emma 3.3 For each fixed A G R, problem (2.16) has an optimal feedlhi,ch .. 
control 
力,y) = - l a m t y r B m , + 冗 ⑴ ] ’ ( 3 句 
and the corresponding optimal value is 
Jsiyo, ttK-)) = + K - + K， (3.48) 
where 
e'2 = f \ ^ m - P ~ ^ ^ � d t , (3.50) 
e � = J : g 2 m m - ^ ^ ^ � d t . (3.51) 
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Proof. Let (?/(•), 7r(-)) be any given admissible pair. Applying the Ito 
formula to = \P{tyf and 0'2(t’y) = [A^i{t) + 仍⑴]y, we obtain 
\d{P{t)y\t)} 
= " U I p W P � - � + P(t)y{t)[B{t)'K{t) + / � ] (3.52) 
+全 P � TT �' [ a �C 7 � + {••• }dW(t), 
and 
d{[Xgi{t)-h g2{t)]y{t)} 
={[[pit) - rmXg,{t) + cMt)] - / ⑴ ⑴ ] 於 ） 
+ [乂仍⑴ + � 2 / � + im7T(t) + f m d t + { … � （ 3 . 5 3 ) 
+ [乂 "1 � + 仍 ⑴ ] � TT � + fmdt + {••• � . 
Integrating the above two equations from 0 to T, taking expectations and 
adding them together, we get 
一 m 
= E J^{'^P{t)7T{ty[a(t)a{ty]7r(t) + [於） + 乂^/iW + 仍 ⑴ ！ 召 ⑴ 兀 ⑴ 冲 
+ 丑 / ( T U b W P � -% 2 � + [ X 仍⑴ +仍⑷ M i M O + / � ]K 
= 五 �[ T T �- T T 於 说 [ a � a �'][7r �- T T 沙 
+ E ‘ { / ⑴ [ A 仍 ⑴ + 仍 ⑴ ] 一 ⑴ — 州 知 谓 成 
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where ?/) is defined on the right-hand side of (3.47). Hence, 
Myo,冗“.),义) 
=•e^iiTil户⑴[兀⑴-兀!(力，⑴冲)'][兀⑴-兀i(力出 
+£；/�了{/�[义仍⑴ + g2(t)] - - Xz. 
Consequently, 
=Ef^imiXgM + g,{t)] - - Xz 
= I - So 管 ) 胡 义 2 + { / 0 � [ 仍 ⑴ / ⑴ -已 - z}A 
Using the similar argument as that in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we com-
plete the proof. • 
Theorem 3.5 Problem (2.9) has an optimal feedback control 
= - [ a { t ) a { t y r B m x — e � + 入* 仍 ( 二 � j, (3.54) 
where 
約 — ( h e 〜 。 ） S ^ g m m - • d t - (z - e � ) 
二 風""""= i f ^ ，(） 
and the corresponding optimal value is 
J s M i - ) ) = � — ( 3 . 5 6 ) 
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Proof. We can use the similar argument in the proof of Proposition 3.3. 
A 
Since 6[ < 0，we maximize the quadratic function (3.48) over \ - z and 
conclude that the maximizer is given by 
u 二 二 J c T 鋼 / ⑴ - 管 ] " 卜 乏 
J ^ t ‘ 
whereas the optimal value and control law are obtained by 
而 0 /。，兀巧一 i ^ ^ ’ 
and 
彻 = + 閣 r 哪 + 
Replacing y = x-x^e^^ and z = z - i n the above results, we get (3.56) 
and (3.54) respectively, with (3.55). • 
Remark 3.2 Comparing Theorem 3.5 to Theorem 3.2, we see that the op-
timal solution of Model III is not a limit of that of Model II as ^ —> 1. 
The expression (3.56) also discloses the minimum optimal value of J3 
achieved over all the possible z G M. 
Theorem 3.6 The minimum optimal value of (2.9) is 
= (3-57) 
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with the corresponding expected terminal wealth 
z-6.min + (3.58) 
and the corresponding Lagrange multiplier = 0. Moreover, the portfolio 
that achieves the above minimum optimal value is 
^Iminit.x) = -W(t)a{t)r'Bmx - e^'xo + (3.59) 
Proof. Since (3.56) is a quadratic function in z, and the coefficient of 
second order term is greater than zero {9[ < 0), we can get (3.57) and (3.58) 
immediately. The assertion = 0 can be verified via (3.55). Moreover, 







In this chapter, we investigate the case where there is regime switching 
in the market. More specifically, the interest rate and the appreciation and 
volatility rates of the stocks randomly depend on the market mode that 
switches among a finite number of states. Here, the random regime switching 
is assumed to be independent of the random sources that drive the stock 
prices. This essentially renders the underlying market incomplete. A Markov-
chain modulated diffusion formulation is employed to model the problem. 
4.1 Problem Formulation 
III addition to the complete probaDiiity space (Q, P, {J^t}t>o) along with 
the Brownian motion W{t), there is a continuous-time stationary Markov 
chain a{t) taking value in a finite state space M — {1,2, • • • , / } . Moreover, 
a{t) and W{t) are independent of each other. The Markov chain has a 
generator Q = {qij)ixi and stationary transition probabilities 
Pij{t) = P(a{t)=j\a(0) = i), t>0, = (4.1) 
The filtration J^t = a(s) :0<s<t}. 
The market parameters in (2.1) and (2.2) take the form 
r(t) = fit, a{t)), ‘ � = 6爪 ( i , a(i)), o"讓⑴ 二 a腿(力’ a �)， (4.2) 
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where r(t,i), hm{t,i), o•饥(艺,i) := ((Jmi{t,i),-• • (亡，《))，are given market 
data corresponding to the market mode a(t) = i 6 {1,2,. • • ， W e rewrite 
(2.1) and (2.2) respectively as 
1 办 0 � 二 r(t, a(t))poit)dt, t e [0, T] 
1 Po{0)=po>0, ‘ 
and 
f dp^{t) = Pm(t){bm{t, a{t))dt + j:t=i a{t))dW^{t)}, t G [0, T] 
\ Pm(0) = P m � 0 ，m = 1’ 2’.. •，d. 
(4.4) 
Define the volatility matrix 
(T{t,i) := (a,nn{tj))dxd, (4.5) 
and we assume the following non-degeneracy condition 
a{t,i)a{t,iY >61, W e [0,r], i = J (4.6) 
for some 5 > 0. We also assume that all the functions r{t, 'i), 6爪(i，i)，amn(t,i) 
are measurable and uniformly bounded in t. 
Suppose the initial market mode q;(0) = io. Consider an agent with an 
initial wealth XQ > 0. These initial conditions are fixed throughout this 
chapter. 
Setting 
B{t, i) := {hit, i) — r(t, i ) ’ …，6d(i’ i) — r{t, z ) ) ,《二 1’ 2 ’ . . • ’ I, (4.7) 
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then the wealth equation (2.4) can be written as 
f dx(t) = [r(艺,a(t))x(t) + B(t, a(t))7r(t)]dt + 7r{tya(t, a(t))dW{t) 
\ (4.8) 
[ x ( 0 ) = xo, a(0) = io. 
Here we reformulate Models I-III for the market with regime switching. 
Definition 4.1 Model I refers to the following optimization problem: 
f Minimize Ji(xo, 2o, 7r(-)) = ^E J^ - e^^'xofdt +'-^E[x(T) - e'^'^xo]' 
[subject to (x(-),7r(-)) admissible and satisfying (4.8), 
(4.9) 
where > 0 is a given growth rate and 0 < ^ < 1. 
Definition 4.2 Model II refers to the following optimization problem: 
Minimize J2ix0.i0.A-)) = lEj^ [x{t) - e^'xoYdt + Var x(r) 
< , . f Ex(T) - z 
subject to < 
I (a:(-),7r(-)) admissible and satisfying (4.8), 
(4.10) 
where // > 0 is a deterministic growth rate, 0 < ^ < 1, and z 6 M is given. 
Definition 4.3 Model III refers to the following optimization problem: 
‘Minimize Zq, 7r(.)) = ^E J^ [x(t) -
< , , / EX{T) = z (4.11) 
subject to < 
[(a:(-),7r(-)) admissible and satisfying (4.8), 
where // > 0 is a deterministic growth rate and G IR is given. 
If we use the same revised method as in Section 2.2, (2.10) is now in the 
form 
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‘dy{t) = a{t))y(t) + B(t, a �) 7 r � + /(i, a(t))]dt + 7r'{t)a{t, a{t))dW{t) 
< 2/(0) = 2/0 = 0, a(0) = io 
7r(.)eLM0，T;R勺， 
(4.12) 
where f{t,i) = (r{t,i) — fi)xoe^K 
Then, Model I is equivalent to 
1 Minimize Myo^ioM')) = ^E J^i/(t)dt + ^ 6 [0,1] 
1 subject to (?/(•), 7r(-)) admissible and satisfying (4.12), 
(4.13) 
Model II is equivalent to 
‘ M i n i m i z e J2(2/o, 7r(-)) = \E - i]^, ^ G [0,1) 
< / Ev{T) = z 
subject to < 
I (y['],'Jr(')) admissible and satisfying (4.12), 
(4.14) 
and Model III is equivalent to 
Minimize Jalz/o, 7r(-)) == ^ E J^ y^{t)dt 
< + + / Ey{T) 二 乏 (4.15) 
subject to < 
I (?/(.)’ 7r(.)) admissible and satisfying (4.12). 
Moreover, (2.15) and (2.16) can be rewritten as 
f Minimize ^2(2/0,^ 0,7r(-)； A) = {E y\t)dt + '-f{E[y{T) A^} 
1 subject to (於),7r(-)) admissible and satisfying (4.12), 
(4.16) 
and 
I Minimize Jsfeo，zo,兀(.);乂）二 |五/�"V⑴“力 + 乂五WH — (4 工了） 
I subject to (y(-), 7r(-)) admissible and satisfying (4.12). 
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Before we proceed, we introduce the following generalized Ito lemma (see 
[2]) for Markov-modulated processes. 
Lemma 4.1 Given an n-dimensional process x(-) satisfying 
dx{t) = b{t, x{t), a{t))dt + a(t, x{t), a(t))dW(t), 
and a number of function (/?(•, •，i) G C^([0, T] x R"), i = 1,2, - • • , I, we have 
difit, x{t), a(t)) = x(t), a(t))dt + ipx{t, x{t),a{t)Ya{t, x{t), a{t))dW{t), 
where 
r^{t,x,i) = (pt{t, X, i) + X, i)'b{t, x, i) 
+^tr[(7{t, X, X, i)a{t, x, i)] + Ej-i QiM^^ 工, 
Denote 
p(t, i) ：= Bit, i) [a{t, i)a(t, zy]-'B(t, i}', i = 1，2’... ’ Z. (4.18) 
Proposition 4.1 ([25], Theorem 3.1) The problem (2.8) (or (2.9)) is feasi-
ble for every z eR if and only if 
E [T \ B(t,a(t)) fdt > 0. (4.19) 
Jo 
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4.2 Solution to Model I with Regime Switching 
We introduce the following two systems of ODEs: 
I Ht,i) = {P(t,i) - 2Tit,i)]P(t,i) - EU^ijPitJ)-^ (4 20) 
and 
< - p t ) ^ U QijPitJ)[R{t,j) - R{t,i)] (4.21) 
R(T,i) = 0，1 = 1,2,"-
\ 
Proposition 4.2 The solutions of (4.20) must satisfy 
(tt) // 0 < C < 1, then P{t,i) > 0, V i G [0，r], i = 1 , 2 , … J , and 
(b) If € = 1’ then POM) >0, Vte [0 , r ) , i = l,2,--- ,1. 
Proof. Note that equation (4.20) can be written as 
I 0 = ‘0 - Mt. i) - qii]P{t, i) - EU qijP(t, j ) - � 
\ = i = l,2,--.，l. . 
Treating this as a system of terminal-valued ODEs, a variation-of-constaiit 
formula yields 
户(i，i) = (1 -�)e_/r[p(s,0-2r(s’i)-(7“]rfs 
+ J f e-J7 [咖)-冲’0-«?“1 办[^；•卢 QijPirJ) + 彻T, (4.23) 
i 二 1,2’... ,1. 
(a) If 0 < ^ < 1, construct a sequence •[尸（•，i)} (known as the Picard 
sequence) as follows 
p(fc+l)(t, i、= ( 1 — !^[p{s,i)-2r{s,i)-qu]ds 
t e [0 ’ r ] ’ z = /c = 0 ， l r - . 
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Noting Qij > 0 for all j ^ we have 
i ) > { l - 了[P(s’i)-Ms’0-gii]ds�0’ fc = 0，1，• • . . 
On the other hand, it is well-known that P(t, i) is the limit of the Picard 
sequence { P �( M ) } as k ~ ^ oo. Thus P(t,i) > 0, V i G [0,r]. 
(b) If ^ = 1, �(.，i)} is constructed as 
P(o)(M) = 0’ t € [ 0 , n i = l,2，...’/， 
产 i)(t’i) = j ) + l]dT, 
t e [o,r)，i = i，2’.-.山 k = • 
Similarly, we have 
P �( M ) > / fe- iXs ’� -2r(s务-叫1 办 c / T �0’ /c 二 0,1,.... 
Therefore, P{t,i) > 0, V ^ 6 [0,T), with only P{T,i) - 0. • 
Proposition 4.3 Problem (4.13) has an optimal feedback control 
= -[a(t,i)a(t,iy]- 'B{t,iY[y + R{t,i)], (4.24) 
and the corresponding optimal value is 
场“0，兀“.))二 ,了;^Pi�i⑴尸(MWM)[/(M) - \p(t,i)R{t,i)]dt. 
Jo i=l 
(4.25) 
Proof. Let (y(-),7r(-)) is any given admissible pair. Applying the Ito for-




=HPt(力，c^�)y2(t)dt + 2P(t, a(tMt)dy 
+P(t, a(t})7r(tyicT(t, a(t))a(t, a�)']7r_ 
+ Ej=i Qa(t)jP(t,j)y'm} + {... •⑴ 
=HN^'^W) - 2r(t,a(t))]P(t,a(t)) 一 Ej=i Ut)jP(t,j) — ⑷ 
+2P(t, a(t))y(t)lr(t, � + B(t, a{t))7r{t) + f(t, ait))] 
+P(i,aOO)7rW'Wt,cvW)(7(i，aW)':|7r(t) + qait)jP{tJ)y'mdt 
a ��[B(力,a{t)Mt) + fit, am 





=P(t, a(t))Ii(t, a(t))dy + y{t){Pt{t, a{t))R(t, ait)) + P(i，柳胁,a{t))}dt 
+ 講,_,j)dt + {••• }dW{t) 
= a { t ) ) R { t , a{t))[r{t, a(t))y(t) + B(t, a(t))7r(t) + f(t, a(t))]dt 
+y(t){R(t, a(t)) [[p{t, a{t)) - 2r{t, a�)]P(t’ a(t)) 
-EU j ) + [r{t, c^(t))Pit, a{t)) + ^]R{t, a{t)) 
-EU qait)jP{tJ)[R{tJ) - �)]-fit,a{t))P{t,a(t))}dt 
+ E U qait)jy(^)P{tJ)Ritj)dt + {••• � 
={y{t)P{t, CV � )[P( f ’ a(t))R(t, a(t)) - f{t, � ) ] 
+ [B(t, a �) 兀 � + fit. c^mPit. + {••• }dWit). 
(4.27) 
Integrating both (4.26) and (4.27) from 0 to T, taking expectations, adding 
them together, we obtain 
1(1-胸2(” 
l7r{t)-7rl(t,y{t),a{t))]-ly'(t) 
+P{t,a{t))R{t,a(t))lf(t,ait)) - '^p(t,a(t))R(t,a(t))]}dt 
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where 'Kl{t,y,i) is defined as the right-hand side of (4.24). Then 
M y o , �M ' ) ’ 入) 
=E a{t)Mt) — y{t\ am 
[a{t,a{t))a{t,a{t)y][7rit) — t t ^ ^ , 2/W, 
+Pit,a(t))R{t,ait))[f{t,a(t)) — '^p{t,a{t))R{t,a(t))]}dt 
=lo ELiPioiOkW - y.i)mt,i)o(t,i)'] 
[ T T � -y , i)] + P(t, i)R(t, i)lf{t, i) - i/9(i, i)R(t, i)]}dt. 
Since P(t, i) > 0 by Proposition 4.2, it follows immediately that the op-
timal feedback control is given by (4.24) and the optimal value is given by 
(4.25), provided that the corresponding equation (4.12) under the feedback 
control (4.24) has a solution. However, under (4.24), the system (4.12) is a 
nonhoiiiogeneous linear stochastic differential equation with coefficients mod-
ulated by a{t). Since all the coefficients of this linear equation are uniformly 
bounded and a{t) is independent of W{t), the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution to the equation are straightforward based on a standard successive 
approximation scheme. • 
Theorem 4.1 Problem (4-9) has an optimal feedback control 
TTlit, X, i) = -[a(t, i)a{t, - xqC^' + R(t,«)], (4.28) 
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and the corresponding optimal value is 
J, I 
Ji(xo,io,7rU-)) = f Tpioi{t)PitJ)R{t,i)[f{t,i) - lp(t,i)R(t,i)]dt. 
(4.29) 
Proof. Replacing y = x — XQC^^ in Proposition 4.3，we get the result 
immediately. • 
4.3 Solution to Model II with Regime Switching 
In this section we turn to Model II for the market with regime switching. 
Consider the following three systems of ODEs: 
f P ( M ) 二 W M ) - 2r(M)lP(M) - %•巧力’力-^  (4 30) 
< 一 由 E “ ％ 作 ， 力 [ 丑 — ( 4 . 3 1 ) 
�H(T,i) == 1， i = l,2,….，1, 
and 
< — 南 E qijP(tJ)[RitJ) - R(t,i)] (4.32) 
R(T,i) = 0, i = l ’2，…,/. 
\ 
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Proposition 4.4 The solutions of (4.30) and (4.31) must satisfy i) > 0, 
H{t,i) > 0, V t G [0’r]，2 = 1,2, - . . 
Proof. Since 0 < < 1, that P{t,i) > 0 follows from (a) of Proposition 4.2. 
By using the same argument, we can show H{t, i) > 0’ noting that ^ ^ > 0. 
• 
Lemma 4.2 For each fixed A G M, problem (4.16) has an optimal feedback 
control 
TTlit, y�i) = i)a(t, iy]-'B(t, i)'[y + (A - z)H(t, i) + Rit, i)], (4.33) 
and the corresponding optimal value is 
V. 
Myo, io. <(.)) 二似A - zf + [e, 一（1 - Oi](A 一 i) + 外 - ( 4 . 3 4 ) 
where 
T I 
= f t p i o i _ , i ) P ( t , { ) H % i ) d t < 0 , (4.35) 
��^o i二 1 
T I 
0,= [ i)H{t, i)[f{t, i) - pit, i)R{t, i)]dt, (4.36) 
T I 
06= f i2pioiit)P(tJ)R(t,i)lf(t,i) - lp{t,i)R{t,i)]dt. (4.37) 
Jo i=i 2 
Proof. Let ('"(.)’ 7r(.)) is any given admissible pair. Applying the Ito 
formula to = ！尸(亡’ and = 2/i^ (i，i)[(入 _ 幻 丑 ( M ) + 
z)j, we obtain (4.26) as well as the following equality 
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d{yit)Pit, a � )[ ( A - z)H{t, a(t)) + R(t, a � ) ] } 
=P{t, a{t))l(\ - z)H{t, a(t)) + R(t, a{t))]dy 
+y{t){Pt{t, a � )[ ( A - z)H(t, a⑴）+ R(t, a � ) ] 
a{t))[{X - z)Ht{t, ait)) + 恥 ait))]}dt 
+ HU 作 ， �[ ( A — z)H{tJ) + R(tJ)]dt + {…jdiy� 
二 P{t, a � )[ ( A — z)H{t, ait)) + R{t, a{t))] 
lr{t, a{t))y{t) + B(t, a �) 7 r � + f(t, cx(t))]dt 
[[pit, c^W) - 2r(i, a m P ( t . _ � 
-Ei=i j)] [(A - a � ) + m aW)] 
a{t)) [(A - z) [[r(t, a{t)) + a{t)) 
- P ^ ^ EU qait)jP(t,j)[H(t,j) - H{t,am] 
+[K,，妳))+ pdmW^ - /(力’ 
— [ 风 U ) - R{t,ait))]]}dt 
+ E-=1 q妳)细 Wl(入—聊d) + R(tJ)]dt + {••• }dW{t) 
=P(U oc(t)){y(t)[p(t, aW)[(A - z)H{t, a � ) + R(t, a�)]-/(力’ a{t))] 
+ [(A - z)H{t, a{t)) + m 以⑴)P(艺,<^{t)Ht) + J% am}dt 
54 (4.38) 
Integrating the above equation and (4.26) from 0 to T, taking expecta-
tions and adding them together, we get 
+P(i，a � �[ B ( 力 ’ a �)7r � + f(t, a � ) ] 
+|P(i，a{t))7r(ty[a{t, a{t))a{t, 
+E P(t, �[ K i ’ 以⑴)[(A — z)H(t, a{t)) + R(t, a � ) ] -/ ( i , a(t))] 
+ [(A - 2講,a⑴）+ R{t, am [Bit, a �) 7 r � + f(t, a(t))]}dt 
=E aWWO'[冲，。⑴)冲， 
+ [P{t, a � )[ y � + (A - 啊t, a⑴）+ R{t, a �) 1 ] a(t))7r{t) 
mp{t,a(t))P{t,a(t))-Qy^t) 
-^p(t,a(t))P{t,a{t))[{X - z)H{t,a(t))-^R{t,a{t)Mt) 
+/ ( i ’ a{t))P{t, a � )[ ( A - z)H(t, a⑴）+ R(t, a(t))]}dt 
=E/o了 i 作 ， a � )k ⑴ - 魂 " ⑴ 肩 ] ' 
Ht, a � )冲 ’ [兀⑴—Kit. y(t), amdt 
+E a(t))P{t, a � )[ ( A - 2)H(t, a⑴）+ R(t, a �)]—ly\t) 
-|p(i’ a{t))P(t, a{tmX - z)H(t, a{t)) + R{t, a(t))f}dt, 





+E/�T aW)[TT� -TrKi , ⑴， a � ) 
Wit, a{t))a{t, a �) ' ] [ 7 r � 一 7r*(i, yifi�a(t))]dt 
+E f � { f ( t , a� )P(力，a� )[ (A - z)H{t, a(t)) + R[t, a � ) ] 
- 她 — z)H{t, ait)) + R(t, a{t))]'}dt 
[a{t,i)a{t,iy][iT(t)-7rl{t,y,i)]dt 
+ lo ES=i P i o i m m 料,0[(A - m t , 0 + i)l 
-lp{t, i)P{t, i) [(A - z)H{t, i) + R(t, i)]^}dt 
= r i E L i p u m t . O k � -魂 y�or 
艺 ， ⑷ 一 TT识’ 亡 
— zf + [^ 5 - (1 一 (A + 
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Since P ( t , i ) > 0 by Proposition 4.2，it follows immediately that the optimal 
feedback control is given by (4.33) and the optimal value is given by (4.34)， 
provided that the corresponding equation (4.12) under the feedback control 
(4.33) has a solution. Using the similar argument as that in the proof of 
Proposition 4.3, we can finish the remaining proof of this theorem. • 
Theorem 4.2 Problem ((10) has an optimal feedback control 
TT^it, X, i) = - [ ( j { t , i ) a ( t , i y ] - ' B ( t , iyix-xoe^'-h(y-(z-e^''xo))H(t, i ) + R ( t , i)]’ 
(4.39) 
where 
A �( … � )J - ( l - g ； ； 為 ) , ( 4 . 4 0 . 
and the corresponding optimal value is 
J2(：^。’ 如,《(.)）= � - ¥ ( - - e"T:c�)2 —丨如 - (1 - f� )12 . (4.41) 
Proof. We can use the similar argument as that in the proof of Proposition 
3.3. Since 64 < 0, we maximize the quadratic function (4.34) over X- z and 
conclude that the maximizer is given by 
入 … ^ ， 
whereas the optimal value and control law are obtained by 
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and 
兀2*(�y, i) = -Wit, i)cT(t,iy”B(t, i)'[y + (A* - z)H{t, i) + R(t,i)]. 
Replacing y = x — xqC^ ^ and z = z-e"了:Co in the above results, we get (4.41) 
and (4.39) respectively, with (4.40). • 
Theorem 4.3 We have 
1 - + 2 0 4 � 0 . (4.42) 
Moreover, the minimum optimal value of (4.10) over 2 € R is 
L 尸 二 W (4.43) 
with the correspoudir.'j expected terminal wealth 
也 德 + 〜， （4.44) 
and the corresponding Lagrange multiplier = 0. Furthermore, the port-
folio that achieves the above minimum optimal value is 
兀2*_min �工，i)=—[冲’ 0 冲 ’ i)+R(t, z)]. 
(4.45) 
Proof. Similarly to Theorem 3.3, we can prove this theorem. • 
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4.4 Solution to Model III with Regime Switching 
In this section we study Model III for the market with regime switching. 
Consider the following three systems of ODEs: 
I Ht. i) = W. i) - Mt, i)]P(t. i) — ZU 彻(力’力-1 (4 46) 
f (ji�t,i~) = [p(t,i) - r{t,i)]gi(t,i) - 二i qijQiitJ) (4 
f 92{t^i) = [p{t,i)-r{t,i)]g2{t,i) — 彻 _ / ( M ) P ( M ) 
1 92iT^i) = 0, i = 1,2’ ..•，/. 
(4.48) 
Proposition 4.5 For each fixed A G M, problem (4-lV has an optimal feed-
back control 
‘ 
nlit^y^i) = - K M ) 咖 ) 1 - 1 邵 ’ “ ； ; ) ( ; y ( ' ， 义 ’ (4.49) 
and the corresponding optimal value is 
Mvo, io, TTH-)) = + - i j u ^ ； , (4.50) 
where 
e — J ^ t t P - ⑷ (4.51) 
t一上 
《 = j : i y i �舶 - " ( 宽 》 〜 力 , ( 4 . 5 2 ) 
i— 1 
e'�= / 了 : 脚 ， 0 - ’〜力 (4.53) 
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Proof. Let (y(.)’7r(.)) be any given admissible pair. Applying the Ito 
formula to 二 and 06(i，y’O = [ 义 + 仍 (M) ] " , we 
obtain (4.26)，and 
d{[\g,(t,ait))-\-g2{t,a{t))]y(t)} 
={[[/K艺’ c^W) - r{t, a(t))] [A^i (t, a{t)) + 仍(t, a{t))] 
- / ⑷ (力， a⑴）— E L M t b . � [ 义 + 仍(力’ ⑴ 
+ aW) + 92{t, c^W)] Wi’ ^(O)y(O + 叫 a �� + f{U a{t))] 
+ E != i qait)jit)[Xgi{tJ) + g2itJMt)}dt + {••• � 
=={[P �[ A 仍 ( i ， a � ) + 仍 ( � ’ a� ) ] —f { t , a { t ) ) P { t , a { t ) ) ] y { t ) 
^[Xgiit. a{t)) + g 认 t, a �)p(力,a(t))7r{t) + f(t, a(t))]}dt + {... }dW{t). 
(4.54) 
Iiiteerrating the above equation and (4.26) from 0 to T, taking expectations 
and adding them together, we get 
>^Ey{T) 
= E 冲 ) ) 7 r � 'W t , a � )冲 , a m n t ) 
+ [ " � + oi{t)) + g2{t, am^it^ a(t))7r{t)}dt 
+ [Xgi{t, + 92{t, a(t))y{t) + /(i, a � 
=E c^(t)Mt) - TTlit, y(t), aW)]' 
[a(t’ a(t))a(t, a�)'][7r(i) - tt沙’ y⑴，a� 
+E a{t))[Xg,{t, a{t)) + 仍(力’ ait))] 
-iy^(t) -
y^) 2P{t,a{t)) 少 





a{t))a{t, a � ) ' ]W O — tt沙,y(t), a{t))]}dt 
+EjJ{fmg,{tMt)) + 92itMm - 州 ’ " ⑷ ) 丨 救 ’ - Ai 
= E l l Pioii^i, - I/, [^W - P, i)]}dt 
+ 卜 / c T E L ^ ⑴ 激 邮 2 
+fo^ELpioi(t)ff2(t,i)mi) -
Using the similar argument as that in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we com-
plete the proof. • 
Theorem 4.4 Problem (2.9) has an optimal feedback control 
兀3*(力，:M)=-[冲,种,01-1 邵’ [工-e〜+ 〜二 j二严,巧(4.55) 
where 
U - e'^-jz-e'^-^'xp) 
A — — 20； 
(4.56) 
= / q T EUi ？V � 
and the corresponding optimal value is 
= e'�IH〜:广。)广 (4-57) 
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Proof. We can use the similar argument in the proof of Proposition 3.3. 
A. 
Since < 0，we maximize the quadratic function (4.50) over X - z and 
conclude that the maximizer is given by 
whereas the optimal value and control law are obtained by 
and 
•A 
Replacing y = oc-xoe^^ and z = z~e^^.To in the above results, we get (4.57) 
and (4.55) respectively, with (4.56). • 
Similarly to Theorem 3.6，we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.5 The minimum optimal value of (4-11) over z G M is 
J l^n = C (4.58) 
with the corresponding expected terminal wealth 
Z3.min :=《+6"了0；0， （4.59) 
and the corresponding Lagrange multiplier X二打=0. Moreover, the portfolio 
that achieves the above minimum optimal value is 
兀3*_min(tz’0 = -[a(t,i)ait,iy]-'B{t,iy[x - e^'xo + (4.60) 
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In this thesis we have investigated the problem of tracking a deterministic, 
continuously compounding growth by composing appropriate portfolios in 
financial markets. We have solved several models completely in two different 
market environments, one with deterministic market parameters, and the 
other with regime switching. In Chapter 2’ we presented the general models 
and assumptions of the whole thesis. Then in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4’ we 
investigated the tracking models in the market with deterministic parameters 
and the one with regime switching, respectively. It should be noted that, 
although the latter is more general which includes the former as a special 
case, it is important to start with a simple one so as to catch the essence of the 
problem. Also, while the whole work is in genera] huseA on the stochastic LQ 
approach, there are subtle details in each model and each particular market. 
Due to the terminal return constraint, we used Lagrangian approach to tackle 
Model II and Model III. On the other hand, when the market has regime 
switching，we employed a Markov-chain modulated diffusion formulation to 
study the problem. 
The models under investigation in this thesis feature no transaction cost, 
short-selling is allowed and wealth constraint is absent. For the future work, 
we may consider cases with constrained portfolios, such as the one with 
prohibition of sliort-selliiig (i.e., there is a portfolio constraint t t � > 0), 
with prohibition of bankruptcy (i.e., there is a wealth constraint x(t) > 0), 
65 
or with transaction cost. Another interesting case is when all the market 
parameters are general random coefficients, instead of Markov-modulated. 
All these remain interesting, albeit challenging, research problems. 
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